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The Tactical Overt Vest ATS-TOV-01 is specially designed for units that 
require the capacity and flexibility to use a variety of options to suit the 
circumstances, the threat and the mission.

The vest can be adapted to accommodate a variety of equipment and 
comes with the standard MOLLE system for attaching poaches.

The ATS-TOV-01 does not incorporate a Quick Release (QR) system but 
remains easy to remove.

Tactical Overt Vest ATS-TOV-01

     tactical overt vest ATS-TOV-01

PROTECTION LEVEL

 z IIA, II and IIIA according to NIJ 
STD.0101.04/06

 z Available according to all other 
international standards

 z Fragmentation protection 
according to NATO STANG2920, 
V50^450-600m/s

2XFRONT/BACK 
ARMOR PLATE

HIGH-LEVEL  
PROTECTION

2XSIDE ARMOR 
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

 150X200 mm

MOLLE  
PLATFORM



 z Overt vest
 z Overt MOLLE version
 z Adjustable with four velcro straps
 z Flexibile, comfortable and lightweight
 z Removable ballistic panels
 z Pockets for additional hard armor inserts
 z The vest provides front, back and side protection
 z Available according to all other international standards
 z Modular type of vest, optional and removable neck, shoulder 

 and groin protection
 z Specific (custom-made) ballistic protection on request
 z Possibility to attach pouches on the MOLLE system
 z Bottom loading plate pockets
 z Conceable side opening designed pocket for ballistic plate
 z Front ID panel attachment
 z Front adjustable side opening

biceps protection

neck protection

side armor 
plate insert

molle system

molle 

Fully covered by MOLLE platform, 
this model is designed for tactical 
teams who need mobility, comfort 
and high-level protection. The Molle 
platform allows the users to set all 
pockets, holsters and accessories. 
It provides  possibilities of setting up 
two ballistic plates in the front and 
back side with dimensions 250x300 
mm, two ballistic plates 150x200 
mm on the left and right side and 
thus increase the level of protection.

FEATURES

size adjustment

OPTIONs:
 
Collar, throat, biceps 
and groin protection
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     tactical overt vest ATS-TOV-01

Tactical Overt Vest ATS-TOV-01 
with its ergonomic cut enables 
undisturbed movement. This vest 
provides front, back and side 
protection.

DESCRIPTION COMPONENTS

Modular components allow the   
user to add or remove ballistic 
parts. They can provide neck, 
shoulder and biceps protection.
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lift system

ATS groin protection 
system

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green Multicam Upon request

FEATURES

S M L XL

 z Overt vest

 z Overt MOLLE version

 z Adjustable with four  
VELCRO® straps

pockets

 z Flexible, comfortable and 
lightweight

 z Removable ballistic panels

 z Pockets for additional hard  
armor inserts

 z This vest provides front, 
back and side protection 

 z Anti-stab resistance


